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Stimulated emission of particles
by 1 + 1 dimensional black holes1

By F. Vendrell2

Institut de physique théorique
Université de Lausanne
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

(16.X.1996)

Abstract. The stimulated emission of massless bosons by a relativistic and the CGHS black hole

ire studied for real and complex scalar fields. The radiations induced by one-particle and thermal
states are considered and their thermal properties investigated near the horizon. These exhibit
both thermal and non-thermal properties for the two black-hole models.

1 Introduction

The quantum theory of fields in curved space-times is the study of the propagation of quantum

fields in classical gravitational fields [1]. It is a theory of quantum relativity, in the

sense that fields and quantum states look different in distinct non-inertial frames [2], The
relativity of the particle concept in curved space-time implies that particles may be created

spontaneously (i.e. from the vacuum) for geometrical reasons. This phenomenon was first
analyzed by Parker in cosmology [3] and by Hawking in the gravitational fields of 1+3
dimensional black holes [4]. It has been shown in particular that the spontaneous emission
of particles is thermal at late times near the event horizon of black holes [5]. This discovery

subsequently led to the understanding of a profound connection between gravity and

thermodynamics [6].

'Work done towards a Ph.D. at Lausanne University.
2Present address. Blackett Laboratory. Theoretical Physics Group, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ,

UK.
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Wald [7] was the first to consider the stimulated emission of particles by 1+3 dimensional
black holes. In the presence of an incoming radiation the emitted radiation must be perturbed
somehow or other, so one may wonder if the emission of particles is still thermal near the
event horizon of black holes for a non-vacuum incoming state. In the case of the emission
of bosons stimulated by one-particle states, Wald showed that the mean number of particles
is indeed still thermal asymptotically close to the event horizon, and that the energy of the
incoming state must be very large to modify the emission of particles close to the event
horizon. In this case, he also observed that the mean number of particles emitted is equal
to or greater than that for the spontaneous emission. This phenomenon was referred to as

amplification of the emitted radiation by Audresch and Müller [8], who confirmed the results
obtained by Wald on the basis of a more detailed analysis. In the case of fermions, the
emitted radiation is generally attenuated by an incoming state [9].

In this paper I consider the creation of bosons by two 1 + 1 dimensional black holes: the
relativistic and CGHS black holes. These were introduced in refs [10J and [11] respectively,
where some of their semi-classical properties were studied. In particular, for the CGHS
black-hole model, it was shown that the spontaneous emission of particles is thermal at late
times near the event horizon. For the relativistic black-hole model, this emission was shown
to be thermal everywhere immediately after the formation of the black hole.

This paper is specifically concerned with the study of the emission of massless bosons
stimulated by one-particle and thermal states. Both real and complex scalar fields are
considered. I show that the emitted radiation induced by non-vacuum incoming states
exhibits both thermal and non-thermal properties near the horizon. The most remarkable
results are the following:

1) for both black-hole models and for some one-particle incoming states, the two-point
function may be non-thermal near the horizon;

2) for both black-hole models and for one-particie and thermal incoming states, the
energy-momentum tensor of the emitted radiation is always thermal close to the hori
zon;

3) for the relativistic black-hole model, the mean number of particles stimulated by an

incoming thermal state is not thermal for any test function.

The cited results of Wald are also confirmed for the two 1 + 1 dimensional black-hole models,
but I do not use S matrix formalism, following Gallay and Wanders [12], since the problem
is not implementable in these cases [10, 13].

The second section of this paper is devoted to a review of the relativistic and CGHS
black-hole models. For later use, the results obtained in ref. [10] on the dynamics of the
scalar field in curved space-times are summarized in the third section and those for the
spontaneous emission of bosons in the fourth. The emission of bosons stimulated by one-
particle or thermal states is considered in the fifth section. The mean values of the two-point
function, energy-momentum tensor, number of created particles and current are computed
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in these states and compared w-ith their corresponding thermal mean values. In the last
section the thermal properties of the stimulated radiation are discussed for both black-hole
models.

2 Black-hole models in 1 + 1 dimensions

The following equation defines a relativistic classical theory of gravity in 1 + 1 dimensional
space-times [14]:

R(x) SnGT(x), (2.1)

where T(x) T11 (x) is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor and G is Newton's constant.
The relativistic black-hole model [10] is defined assuming that T(x) is given by

T(x) JLs(x+-xt), (2-2)

where x± (x° ± x-1) /v2 and the constant M is strictly positive. Equation (2.2) describes
a pulse of classical matter. A solution of eqs (2.1) and (2.2) is given by

if x+ < £+,

(2.3)

dx+ d.i

s dx+ el

MA if x+ > x+,

where A is an arbitrary constant reflecting the invariance of the trace (2.2) under translations
of x~. The solution (2.3) is not continuous at x+ x+. Another set of conformai coordinates
(y+,y~) 6 'R2 is defined by the transformation

x+(y+) y\
x~(y~)

and in these new coordinates the metric (2.3) is given by

(2.4)

M e~My dy + dy-, if y+ < y+.
ds2 {

y°
(2.5)

dy+dy if y+ > t/+,

where y+ x+.

The CGHS black-hole model [11] is based on the the action

5 i- J cPx yTy { e"2* [R + 4 Vé)2 A 4 A2 ] - l- (Vf)2 } (2.6)

where g is the metric, cj> the dilatonic field, A2 the cosmological constant and / a classical
matter field. This action is related to that for non-critical strings with c 1 and defines the
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Figure 1: Space-time structure of the relativistic black-hole model.

dilatonic gravity. If T^u(x) is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter field /, the CGHS
black-hole model is defined by assuming that

Ti+(x) ij(d+f)2

TL(x) \(d.f)2 0

MS(x+ -x+)

(2.7)

T{. 1 f) r fi t _ nS 0+J O-j — U,

where M > 0. A continuous solution of the field equations, deduced from the action (2.6)
under the constraints (2.7), is given by

dx+dx~

ds2 dx + d.r

[M/\)ex
From this result the scalar curvature is computed:

0,

/>V' \
AA2

if x+ < x+,

if X+ > it¬

'll X+ < Z+,

if x+ > xt-

(2.8

(2.9)

-cM^-'Jl + (A/A/) ex<*+-0

The curvature (2.9) is not continuous at ,t+ .r+ and it is singular on the curve given by

X-(X+) ,-- _ log [i _ e-Mx+-4,1
; I+ g R| (2.10)
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Figure 2: Space-time structure of the CGHS black-hole model,

where we have defined

x „ x:
1

1

A
(2.11)

Another set of conformai coordinates (y+,y G IR'2 is defined by the transformation

f x+(y+) sr

x (y xh - j los i +
(2.12)

where y+ xt¦ In these new coordinates the metric (2.8) is given by

dy+dy

ds2 l + (M/A)eA<" '

dy+dy
1 + (M/X) e

M^IT' if2/+<^+,

if y+ > yt-
(2.13)

^(ii--y+)

For the two space-time models described, the coordinates x and y are Minkowskian if
x+ < xt and y+ —> +oo respectively. In consequence, these will be called incoming and

outgoing coordinates. In 1 + 1 dimensional space-times, I define the horizon as the curve on
which the conformai factor in the incoming coordinates changes its sign, and the interior
of a black hole as the region of space-time for which this conformai factor is negative. The
interior of a black hole is inaccessible to an exterior observer and is bounded by the horizon
as it should be. The space-time structures of the described models are shown in figures 1
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and 2. They are clearly associated with black holes. The conformai factor is infinite on the
horizon for both models and, for the CGHS black-hole model, the horizon also coincides with
the singularity of the curvature, and so is given by eq. (2.10). The outgoing coordinates only
describe the exterior of the two black holes.

3 Scalar fields in 1 + 1 dimensional curved space-times

In ref. [10] the dynamics of the massless scalar field was studied in the 1 + 1 dimensional
space-times whose incoming and outgoing coordinates are related by

»* **(»*), y* e IR, (3.1)

as is the case for the relativistic and CGHS black-hole models. It was shown that the right
and left fields are dynamically independent in such space-times, and that it is sufficient to
consider only the right moving fields if x + (y+) y +. The 1 + 1 dimensional quantum problem
is thus reduced to a one-dimensional quantum problem, so from now on the suffix ± will be

dropped.

A
The incoming and outgoing right fields, denoted by cp(x) and cfi(y), were defined in

ref. [10] from the solutions of the massless Klein-Gordon equations in the incoming and

outgoing coordinates respectively. They were considered as kernels of distributions. The
set <Srj(IR). on which they act, is the set of the Schwartz functions whose Fourier transforms
vanish at null momentum.

So(IR) ifeS(R) | /(0) 0), (3.2)

so the Wightman distribution is positive definite [15]. The incoming and outgoing field
distributions are given by

<p[h] [+°° dx h(x) <t>(x), hf] [+C° dy f(y) $(y), (3.3)
J—oo J—oo

iih,feS0(\R).

The incoming test function f (x) was defined in ref. [10] in terms of the outgoing test

function f(y) through the scalar properties of the field distributions:

<j>[f] hf]- (3-4)

The transformation of the test functions describes the propagation of the quantum fields.
À

From eq. (3.4), these are related by the operator U, as / Uf whose kernel is given by

U(k,p) ± [^dye-^Me™, (3.5)
lit J-oo
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where k and p are the incoming and outgoing momentum respectively. For the relativistic
and black-hole models, this is given by [10, 11]

-ikA e-in(£)ei#iog|fc|
UR(k,p) —

y/2it M
Q(k)

+
0(-k)

y/pil-e-to') y/p(e^"-l)

LCGHslk'l ^arH^^-^
(3.6)

(3.7)

oliere H(p) arg[r(ip)] and B is the beta function.

The incoming and outgoing Hilbert spaces, Tt,n and Ttout, were defined using the incoming
and outgoing fields. The incoming and outgoing wave function spaces are given by L2(jr, IR+)

and L2(^,\R+) respectively.

In ref. [10] the mean values of several observables, constructed in the outgoing
coordinates, were also computed in the incoming vacuum. These describe the properties of
the outgoing radiation in the exterior of the black holes. The two-point function, energy-
momentum tensor, number of created particles and current were considered. I repeat here

their definitions and the results obtained, since they will be useful below. They are valid for
both real and complex scalar fields.

• Incoming and outgoing two-point functions:

W0(x,x') (Qo,4,(x)d>(x'yn0) -fa log[x'-x + i0+], (3.8)

W0(y,y') (H0,hy)Hy')^o) -fa \og[x(y')-x(y) + \0+}. (3.9)

Equations involving two-point functions are always and only valid between kernels of
distributions on iSo(IR) x <Srj(IR). I'1 particular,

dk(fio,^]^]'«.)
where gl,g2 S 50(IR).

• Energy-momentum tensor:

f0(y) (ü0,:Q(y):0Ul Q0)

[im(n0,[êe(y) -QMy))} 0.

where Sy is the Schwartz derivative and

0(x) dx<p(xy dx<p(x),

0(2/) - dJ(yYdJ(y),

QAx)

roo dfc ^ ^
Jo 2k92(k)'9i(k), (3.10)

-Tzfasy[x(y)],

l-
[ dx<p(Xy dxé(x + e) A dx<p(x + e)t dxf>(x)}

QAy)
1

2 L
dycj>(yy dyè(y Ae) + dyè(y A e? dy<j>(y)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)
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• Mean number of spontaneously created particles:

a a r°° dk i 12

N0[f] (ÎWMWlfio) /o ^\(Uf)(-k)\ (3.16)

if / 6 <S(IR+) is a normalized test function, where <S(IR+) is set of Schwartz functions
Fourier transforms vanish for negative momentum.

• Mean current:

Jo(y) (n0, : T(y) :ou( fi0)

lim(n0,[T£(t/)-Te(x(3/))j 0o 0.
(3.17)

T(X) i cf(xy Or d>(x),

t(t/) i ${y)j dy hy),

Te(x) i [ ^(x + e)1 dxcj>(x) - d2A(xY (x + e)

T.(») ^(î/ + c)t<i^(2/)-ô^(t/)t.^(t/ + £)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

The thermal mean value of an observable ,4 in the outgoing Hilbert space TtDUt was defined
in ref. [10] by3

Tr e-<™-.4
(A)lh =-=!-,

Iî; [c-a/'-j

if the representation of /1 in Tiout is known. For the above observables

-,{y'-y + i0+)wiL(y,y') -j-log"! -«nh
47T 7T

0

/3

rr>Th i \ rpTh
1ß,out{y) — J/3,ou£

/VJ*,ou([.'J / oJu lp c

V2,82 '

°°<fr|/(p)|2
2p eßp - 1

'

Vt/ G IR,

^Tour(2/) 0, Vt/elR.

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3-24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

It has been assumed in eq. (3.25) that / G L2(|£,IR+) is normalized and that f(y) exists

a.e. and is integrable.

3Note that it has to be defined as a limit.
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4 Spontaneous creation of particles

Using the results of the preceding section with the relativistic black-hole model [10] and

transformation (2.4) gives

W0(y,y') Wl\ut(y,y'), Vt/,t/'elR, (4.1)

t(y) Tlhoul, Vt/GIR, (4.2)

N0[f] Nlhout[f], (4.3)

l(y) o, Vj/eR. (4.4)

It has been assumed in eq. (4.3) that / G Z,2(^,IR+) is normalized and that f(y) exists
a.e. and is integrable. From these results we conclude that the emission of particles is thermal
everywhere after the formation of the black hole and that the associated temperature is given
by T %-.

Similarly, for the CGHS black-hole model [13], and transformation (2.12),

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

These results suggest that the emission of particles is thermal near the horizon at late times
and that the associated temperature is given by T A. However the situation turns out to
be more complex after considering the mean number A7,,]/] of spontaneously created particles.

Asymptotically close to the horizon, the behavior of N0[f] is analyzed in the following
way. The translation of the test function / towards the horizon [16] is defined as

/*(v) f(y-yo), (4.10)

and we examine whether

Vun {N0[fyo}-NTd\aJU) =0. (4.11)

Theorem 1 Let f G L2(-£, IR+) be a normalized wave function such that f(y) exists a.e. and

is integrable. If there exist three constants a > 1/2, C > 0 and L > 1 such that

I/Ml < T^rrz, if V <-L, (4.12)

W0(y,y') % wL\0Ut(y,y'), if y,y'> 1,

W0(y,y') % wlh,uAy,y'), if -y, -y' > E

lim f0(y) rpTh
tq.out.

lim T0(y)
y—?— oo

rpTh
oo.out

l(y) 0, Vy G IR.
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then for the CGHS model and for all y0 > 0,

No[fyo] - N%0Jfy„ 32 C2
r^ra2(2a-l)(±yû + L-iy

+ e2t-^(||/||il+||/'||Ll)2;
however if

f(y)
c

l-y ,1+or if y « -i,
where 0 < a < 1/2 and C G C, then

NolU NifZout[fyo\

\N0[fyo]-Nlk [/J I

Vt/„ G IR,

Vt/0 G IR.

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

This theorem is proved in ref. [13]. Under some conditions, the bound (4.13) shows that
eq. (4.11) is true if the modulus of / decreases sufficiently fast very far from the horizon.
This bound is composed of two terms: the first decreases algebraically in y0 with exponent
2a — 1, and the second decreases exponentially in y0. However, if the function / decreases

relatively weakly very far from the horizon and does not oscillate, eq. (4.16) shows that
eq. (4.11) is not true. This result implies that the behavior of some non-local observables

may be non-thermal near the horizon.

There exists a bound for N0[f] in terms of the Fourier transform /.
Theorem 2 /// G L2(-^,\R+) is a normalized wave function such that f(y) exists a.e. and
is integrable, then for the CGHS model

Aolf] < C fJo

dp \J~(P)\2

2p 1 - e-^f"
(4.17)

where C > 0 is a constant.

This theorem is also proved in ref. [13]. The bound (4.17) may be infinite depending on the
infrared behavior of /

5 Emission stimulated by a one-particle state

For simplicity I will assume from now on that M A 1 and A xt 0. In this case,
the transformation between the (right) incoming and outgoing coordinates is given for the
relativistic black-hole model by

x(y) Vy G IR, (5.1)
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and for the CGHS model by

x(y) _log(l + e-»), VyGlR, (5.2)

see eqs (2.4) and (2.12). Both transformations apply IR on IR_ and the first is the asymptotical
form of the second for y Z$> 1.

In this section we assume that the incoming state is a one-particle state ilg G Ti,„. For
the real scalar field this is defined as

n9 4»^ n0, (5.3)

where g G <S(IR+) and il0 G 7i;„ is the incoming vacuum. For the complex scalar field, the
one-antiparticle state is also defined as

Üg iïg. <p{g'Yil0, (5.4)

where g G <S(IR+ The first subsections of this section are devoted to the real scalar field
and the last one to the complex scalar field.

5.1 The two-point function

For the incoming state ilg, the incoming and outgoing two-point functions denoted by

Wg(x,x') and Wg(y,y') respectively, are defined as

Wg(x,x') (ilg,ep(x)cp(xyag), (5.5)

Wg(y,y') (ùg,hy)hyyng), (5.6)

and are related by

Wg(y,y') Wg(x(y),x(y')), (5.7)

A
since cj>(y) cj>(x(y)) for all y £ IR [10]. These functions may be expressed in terms of the
primitive G ol g defined as

G(x) [' dx'g(x'). (5.8)
J — OO

Theorem 3 Between kernels of distributions on So(\R) x <So(IR),

Wg(x,x') W/0(x,x') + ^Re[G(x)G(x')*], (5.9)

Wa(y,y') W0(y,y') + -)Re[G(x(y))G(x(y'))'}, (5.10)

where \V0(x,x') and W0(y,y') are the two-point functions (3.8) and (3.9).



Wlkout(y,y') ify,y'>l; (5.12)

'). if -y, -3/'»l, (5.13)

')• if -y, -i/'> 1, (5.14)
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Proof. The two-point function (5.5) is computed using Wick's theorem and

(ii0,<p[g]<p(x)il0) ]-G(x), (5.11)

from which eq. (5.9) is obtained. Equation (5.10) follows from the property (5.7).

This last theorem applies to both black-hole models.

Theorem 4 Let g G <S(IR+) be an incoming normalized test function. For the relativistic
and CGHS models, we have the following asymptotic relation between kernels of distributions
on 50(IR) x 50(IR),

G(0) 0 <=? Wg(y,y')

furthermore, for the relativistic model.

Wg(y,y') « Wlhoul(y,y'

and for the CGHS model,

Wg(y,y') « Wlhout(y,y

where Wj^ut(y, y') is given by eq. (3.23).

Proof. For both models, we have x(y) » 0 if y ^> 1. Equation (5.10) implies that

Wg(y,y') « W0(y,y')Al- |G(0)|2, if y, y' > 1, (5.15)

since G is continuous. Equation (5.12) is then deduced from the results (4.1) and (4.5).
Equation (5.10) also implies that

W9(y.y') « W0(y,y'), if -y, -y' » 1, (5.16)

since G vanishes at infinity. Equations (5.13) and (5.14) are deduced from the results (4.1)
and (4.6). O

For both black-hole models, this theorem states that, in the outgoing coordinates, the
incoming state ilg is thermal [10] close to the horizon if and only if G(0) 0, and in this
case the temperature is given by (27r)_1. Very far from the horizon, the incoming state ilg
is also thermal and the associated temperature is given by (27r)_1 for the relativistic model
and vanishes for the CGHS model.

5.2 The energy-momentum tensor

The energy-momentum observables in the incoming and outgoing coordinates are given
respectively by eqs (3.12) and (3.13). Their regularized mean values in the incoming state ilg
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will be denoted by Tg(x) and Tg(y) respectively. In the normal and subtraction regularization
schemes, these are given by

Tg(x) (ilg,:Q(x):,n ilg), (5.17)

Tg(x) \\m[(ilg,QAx)ilg)-(il0,Qc(x)i\0)], (5.18)

fg(y) (ilg,:ê(y):out ilg). (5.19)

fg(y) Vim[(iìg,eAy)ilg)-(iì0,e€(x(y))iìu)}, (5.20)

where 0E(x) and Qc(y) are defined by eqs (3.14) and (3.15) respectively.

Theorem 5 If g G <S(IR+) is a normalized lest function, and ifTg(x) and Tg(y) are defined
respectively by eqs (5.17) and (5.19), or by eqs (5.18) and (5.20), then

T9(x)
l- \g(x)\2, (5.21)

fg(y) f0(y) + x'(y)2Tg(x(y)), (5.22)

where T0(y) is given by eq. (3.11).

This theorem is proved is appendix A.l. It applies to both black-hole models.

Theorem 6 If g G <S(IR+) is a normalized incoming test function, then for both models

lim fg(y) Tlhout; (5.23)

furthermore for the CGHS model

lim fg(y) Tlhout, (5.24)

where Tjkut is given by eq. (3.24).

Proof. For both models, we have x'(y) ss e~y if y ^> 1. Equation (5.22) implies that

fg(y)-t(y) « ^c-2" |<7(0)|2, if»>l, (5.25)

from which eq. (5.23) is deduced using the results (4.2) and (4.7). For the CGHS model, we
have x'(y) ss 1 if —y ^» 1. Since g vanishes at infinity, eq. (5.22) also implies that

fg(y)-f0(y) « \ \g(y)\2 « 0, if -y » 1, (5.26)

from which eq. (5.24) is deduced using the result (4.8). O
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For both black-hole models, the behavior of the energy-momentum tensor is thus still thermal

close to the horizon for the incoming one-particle state fi3, even if the test function g is
well localized in the vicinity of the horizon. Furthermore, in the case of the CGHS model,
an incoming one-particle state does not induce any radiation very far from the horizon.

In a given set of coordinates, the total energy is given by the integral of the energy-
momentum tensor. The incoming and outgoing energies, E'n and Eoul, are defined as

/+ oo r+oo Ä
dx T(x), E°ul / dy T(y). (5.27)

-oo J—oo

The energy E°ut of the radiation stimulated by the one-particle state ilg is always larger than
the energy E°ut of the spontaneously emitted radiation, as shown in the theorem below. This
theorem gives a necessary condition for the outgoing energy E°ul to be smaller than the sum
of the incoming energy E'n of the one-particle state iig and the spontaneously emitted energy
Eoul

Theorem 7 If g G >!)(IR+) is a normalized incoming test function, then for any transformation

of coordinates x x(y),

Eout < Eout ,528j

Moreover if

x'(y) < 1, Vy G IR, (5.29)

then

Eout < Eout+E,n^ (530)

Proof. Together with theorem 5, definitions (5.27) imply that

1 r+oo

Ef-E? -j_^ dyx'(y)2 \g(x(y))\2, (5.31)

from which eq. (5.28) is deduced. Since

Egn \£~dx \g(x)\2, (5.32)

eq. (5.30) is obtained under the hypothesis (5.29).

Hypothesis (5.29) is not satisfied by the relativistic model but by the CGHS model. For
this last model only, eq. (5.30) shows that part of the incoming energy is absorbed by the
black hole.
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5.3 The mean number of created particles

The mean number Ng[f] of particles stimulated by the incoming state ilg is given by

N,\f\ (H9, hf]1 hf]ng), (5.33)

where / G 5(IR+). The operators A and B are defined respectively as the positive and

negative contributions of U to the incoming momentum:

(Af)(k) 9(k)(Uf)(k), (Bf)(k) 0(k)(Uf~)(-k). (5.34)

Theorem 8 /// g G <S(IR+) are two normalized test functions, then for any transformation
of coordinates x(y),4

N,U\ K°lf]A\(g~,Af~)\2+\(g-,Bf)\2. (5.35)

Proof. This theorem is proved using the field transformation (3.4) and Wick's theorem. G

Equation (5.35) may be extended by continuity to the wave functions / G L2(-^,\R+) and

g G £2(ff, IR+) if f(y) and g(x) exist a.e. and are integrable.

Some general bounds for Ng[f] are now given. The classical incoming function gci has

been defined in ref. [7] in terms of the outgoing test function f(y) by

9c(k) WAff^Afm. (5.36)

Theorem 9 /// G //2(|£,IR+) and g G L2(^,\R+) are two normalized wave functions such

that f(y) and g(x) exist a.e. and are integrable, then for any transformation of coordinates

r(y),5

N0[f] < Ng[f] < l + 3/V0[/], (5.37)

1 + NoW < N,M- (5-38)

Proof. To obtain eq. (5.37), the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is applied to eq. (5.35) using
the fundamental relation A^ A B' B + E, where E is the identity [10]. The inequality
(5.38) is deduced from eq. (5.35) and def. (5.36). G

This theorem states that Ng[f] is finite if and only if N0[f] is finite, and that Ng[f] is

always equal to or larger than N0[f]. For the classical incoming function it implies, in this
particular case, that the mean number of created particles stimulated by the state ilg is

larger than the sum of the mean number of incoming particles and the mean number of

4Equation (5.35) was first obtained by Wald [7].

'Equation (5.38) was first obtained by Wald [7].
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spontaneously created particles, although the opposite inequality (5.30) is satisfied for the

incoming and outgoing energies.

For both black-hole models, bounds for Ng[f] and Ng[f] — N0[f] exist in terms of the
Fourier transform /

Theorem 10 /// G L2(-^,R+) and g G L2(^,\R+) are two normalized wave functions
such that f(y) and g(x) exist a.e. and are integrable, then for both models

m <-cj;%a®a, <,»,

where C > 0 is a constant which does not depend on the incoming function g.

Proof. Equation (5.39) follows from eq. (5.37) using the result (4.3) and theorem 2. G

Theorem 11 Iff G L2(-^,\R+) and g G L2( ~j, IR+) are two normalized wave functions
such that f(y) and g(x) exist a.e. and are integrable, then for both models,

\Ng[f]-N0[f}\ < i IHI^.r.) (jT0 |/(p)|) (5.40)

This theorem is proved in appendix A.2. It shows in particular that the mean number of
created extra particles Ng[f] — N0[f] may be finite even if N0[f] and Ng[f] are both infinite.
The bound (5.40) depends only on the norm of g in L'(</x,IR_), i.e. only on the restriction
of g to the exterior of the black holes.

The outgoing function fPo of mode p0 > 0 is defined as6

/Po(p) 2p6(p-Po), V/,>0, (5.41)

and the outgoing function g(y) is defined in terms of the incoming function g(x) as

hv) x'(y)g(*(y)), VyGiR. (5.42)

There is a bound for the mean number of particles in a given outgoing mode. The total
mean number of particles, which is defined as [10]

Ntot r dp

'-p

can also computed for a one-particle incoming state

6The definition of the null mode /p=o is given in ref. [10].

fipm, (5-43)
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Theorem 12 If g G L2(4r, IR+) ts a normalized incoming test function, then for both black
holes7 and for p > 0,

Ng[f„] < N0[fp] + ^ || <7 III.(„*,*_,, (5-44)

Nto, Ar + ||^||2, (5.45)

and

N'got oo; (5.46)

moreover if g G 5(IR+), the difference Ngot — N*ot is finite if and only ifG(O) 0, where G
is defined by eq. (5.8).

This theorem is proved in appendix A.3. For both black-hole models, it states that the

incoming state iig induces a finite mean number of extra particles in a given mode. The
total mean number of extra particles created may be finite or infinite depending on g.

5.4 Close to the horizon

The behavior of the mean number Ng[f] of stimulated particles is now examined close to the
horizon by computing a bound for Ng[fy<>] — N0[fyo] in terms of y0, where the function jVo is

defined in eq. (4.10).

Theorem 13 Let j G L2(|£,IR+) and g G L2(j^,\R+) be two normalized wave functions
such that f(y) and g(x) exist a.e. and are integrable. If there exist three constants a > 0,

C > 0, and L > 0 such that

\f(y)\ < ß^, if V <-L, (5.47)

then for both black holes and for y0 Z$> 1,

,2 4C'2

*>{\yo + L)ia

AeU-y°\\f\\l{dyM) |«,(0-

Ng[fyo] - N0[fyo] | < ||j||it(*r.R_) — C

.y**
(5.48)

This theorem is proved in appendix A.4. Under the specified conditions, it shows that for
both black-hole models

um (Ng[fyo]-N0[U) 0. (5.49)

7Equation (5.45) is in fact true for all transformations x -c(y).
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The bound (5.48) is composed of two terms: the first decreases algebraically in y0 with
exponent 2a and depends only on the restriction of g to the exterior of the black holes; the
second decreases exponentially in y0 and is absent if g vanishes at the horizon (more precisely
at x 0~).

The corollaries below follow directly from the result (4.3) and theorems 1 and 13.

Corollary 1 Under the hypothesis of theorem 13, for the relativistic model and for y0 ;g> 1,

NAU-NïtuAUl < lklli.««.R_)
2 1Ç

z^>
^{\<joAL) (550)

+ «"-*• Il/lli^JR, l.'/(0-)|2.

Corollary 2 Under the hypothesis of theorem 13 and assuming further that a > 1/2 and
L > 1, for the CGHS model and for y0 3> 1,

\N9lfyo]-Nlh0Ut[fy„)\ < (l + ll.9llL(i,.lR_)) 77^ ^rr (5.51)
a(2a-l)(\yo + L-\)

+ 2e2L-y°<2 (||/||LM,„,,R) + ||/'||„(<i,,R))2 (l+|5(0-)|2).

Under the specified conditions, these corollaries show that the mean number of particles
stimulated by a one-particle state is thermal asymptotically close to the horizon for both
black-hole models:

um {Ng[U-Nlhì0Jfyo]) 0. (5.52)
yo—+oo v /

The specified conditions are stronger for the CGHS model than for the relativistic model,
i.e. in this last case eq. (5.52) is valid for all algebraically decreasing functions. For the
CGHS model, theorems 1 and 13 imply that eq. (5.52) is not true for sufficiently weakly
decreasing functions. The exponents in the denominator in eqs (5.50) and (5.51) are 2a for
the relativistic model and 2o — 1 for the CGHS model.

5.5 The complex scalar field

For the complex scalar field, the incoming and outgoing two-point functions are also defined
respectively by eqs (5.5) and (5.6), and the regularized energy-momentum tensors of the
complex scalar field in the incoming and outgoing coordinates by eqs (5.17) and (5.19), or
by eqs (5.18) and (5.20).
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Theorem 14 If g G >S(IR+) is a normalized test function, then for the complex scalar field,
between kernels of distributions on <5>n(IR) x «So(iR),

Wg(x,x') W0(x,x') + 7Re[G(x)G(x')'}, (5.53)

Wg(y,y') W0(y,y') + -Re[G(x(y))G(x(y')Y), (5.54)

where W0(x,x') and W0(y,y') are given by eqs (3.8) and (3.9); furthermore

Tg(x) Tg.(x) I \g(x)\2, (5.55)

T3(y) fg.(y) t(y) + x'(y)2Tg(x(y)), (5.56)

where T0(y) is given by eq. (3.11).

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of theorems 3 and 5. Note the appearance of
the factor 1/4 in eqs (5.53) to (5.55) instead of 1/2 in eqs (5.9), (5.10) and (5.21). For
the complex scalar field, the conclusions this theorem implies are identical to those for the
real scalar field, i.e. theorems 4, 6 and 7 are also true in the complex case. The results of
subsection 5.3 concerning the mean number of created particles are also valid for the complex
scalar field.

In the incoming and outgoing coordinates, the mean currents associated with a test
function g G <S(IR+) are denoted by dg(x) and Jg(y) respectively. These are given in the
normal and subtraction regularization schemes by

Jg(x) (ilg,-.TZ(x):in ilg), (5.57)

Jg(x) \im[(ilg,AAx)ila)-(ilo-AAx)il0)\, (5.58)

Jg(y) (ng,:T(y):0Ut ilg), (5.59)

Jg(y) Yim[(iig,rc(y)Üg)-(il0,re(x(y))ilo)}, (5.60)

where T(x), T(y). Te(x) and Tc(y) are defined by eqs (3.18) to (3.21). The incoming and

outgoing total charges of the state ilg are given by the integrals

/¦foe
r+oo ^

dxJg(x), Q™* / dydg(y). (5.61)
-oo J — oo

Theorem 15 If g G <S(IR+) is a normalized test function, and ifdg(x) and Jg(y) are defined
by eqs (5.57) and (5.59), or by eqs (5.58) and (5.60), then

Jg(x) -Jg.(x) -jrG(x)'dxG(x), (5.62)
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MV) -MV) -{G(x(y))'dyG(x(y)), (5.63)

where G is the primitive (5.8) of g; furthermore

Q? -Q7 1. (5-64)

and for both models,

Qout _Qou, [° dxJg>xy (5.65)
J—oo

This theorem is proved in appendix A.5. It shows that the mean current is i. non-local
function, and that the mean current of a particle is not positive definite locally, nor is that
of an antiparticle negative definite locally8. For both models, the outgoing mean charge
(5.65) is only part of the incoming mean charge (5.64). If Q'n is positive, Q'ut may be

negative, so it is possible to observe a negative, outgoing mean charge for a positive incoming
mean charge.

6 Emission stimulated by a thermal state

In this section we assume that the incoming state is thermal with temperature 8~l. This
temperature must not be confused with that of the emitted radiation. The meat value of
an observable A in this thermal state is given by

Tr[e-^"A
TrfeMU lr ,„,,ï («-D

and is thus a thermal mean value in the incoming Hilbert space H,n. The defititions and
results of this section are valid for both real and complex scalar fields.

6.1 The two-point function

The incoming and outgoing two-point functions for an incoming thermal state, cenoted by
Wjkn(x,x') and Wlkn(y,y') respectively, are defined as

Wj$n(x,x') (0(x)cp(x')i)3,n, (6.2)

wJUy^y') (hy)hy')1)ß„n, (6.3)

and are related by

WfJUy-y') W™n(x(y),x(y')). (6.4)

8In contrast to the case of the Dirac field, see ref. [12].
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Theorem 16 Between kernels of distributions on iSrj(IR) X ^o(IR),

WjUn (*, *') ~£ log { f sinh -ß{x'-x + i 0+) J

IV; &(»,»') -^l°g{fsinh | (x(y')-x(y) + i0+) J

(6.5)

(6.6)

Proof. See eq. (3.23). G

This last theorem applies to both black-hole models.

Theorem 17 Between kernels of distributions on «So(IR) X <So(IR), for both models and for
all ß > 0,

Kl(y,y') w. (y,y if y,y'» l;

if -y,-y">l,

furthermore for the CGHS model and for all ß > 0,

WJl(y,y') « Wjhout(y,y'),

where Wjhoul(y,y') is given by eq. (3.23).

Proof. For both models, we have x(y) « —e~y «
eq. (6.6) then implies for all ß > 0, if y,y' 3> 1,

Wj$n(y,y') « -fa\og(e-»-e-y' + 'iQ+) « W0(y,y'),

from which eq. (6.7) is deduced using the results (4.1) and (4.5).

(6.7)

(6.8)

0" if y > 1. Together with eq. (3.9),

(6.9)

For the CGHS model, we have further that x(y) ~ y if — y Z2> 1. Equation (6.6) then
implies for all ß > 0, if —y, —y' Z^> 1.

Wjl(y,y') « -^logjf sinh[*?(y'-y + i0+)]}

from which eq. (6.8) is deduced using eq. (3.23).

(6.10)

G

For both black-hole models and in the outgoing coordinates, the incoming thermal state
is thus thermal close to the horizon. In this region, the associated outgoing temperature
does not depend on the incoming temperature and coincides with that for the spontaneous
emission in the same region. Furthermore, for the CGHS model only, and in the outgoing
coordinates, the incoming thermal state of temperature ß is also thermal very far from
the horizon, and the associated outgoing temperature is also ß~l.
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6.2 The energy-momentum tensor

In the incoming and outgoing coordinates, the energy-momentum tensors for an incoming
thermal state of temperature /3_1 will be denoted by TTkn(x) and Tlkn(y) respectively. These

are given in the normal and subtraction regularization schemes by

Tll(x) : 0(x) :out >„_,„ (6.11)

tIL(x) Hng[(e.(*))Ato-(ne,e.(x)n0)]1 (6.12)

fJX(y) : ê(y) :ou( )„..„ (6.13)

fJUy) iim[(0,(t/)L„-(no,0,(x(î/))no)], (6.14)

where the observables 0(x), 0E(:r). Q(y) and Qc(y) are defined by eqs (3.12) to (3.15).

Theorem 18 IfTjkn(x) and fj?n(y) are defined by eqs (6.11) and (6.13), or by eqs (6.12)
or (6.I4), then

TjUx) T7ßl jt^, (6.15)

fJUv) T0(y) + x'(y?T™n, (6.16)

where T0(y) is given by eq. (3.11).

This last theorem is proved in appendix A.6. Theorem 7, which concerns the incoming and

outgoing energies, may be generalized to the incoming thermal states. Theorem 18 applies
to both black-hole models.

Theorem 19 For both models,

hmf^ty) Tlhout, (6.17)

furthermore, for the CGHS model.

y—+00 r>-'

lim fr^n(y) Tjhout, (6.18)
y— — 00

where Tj^ul is given by eq. (3.24).

Proof. For both models, x'(y) ss 0 if j/ ^> 1. For the CGHS model, it is also true that
x'(y) « 1 if — y 3> 1. Equations (6.17) and (6.18) are then deduced from eq. (6.16) using the
results (4.2). (4.7) and (4.8). G

For both black-hole models, the behavior of the energy-momentum tensor is thus thermal
close to the horizon. In this region, the outgoing temperature is not affected by the incoming

temperature and coincides with that for the spontaneous emission in the same region.
Furthermore, for the CGHS model only, the energy-momentum tensor is also thermal very
far from the black hole and its associated temperature is equal to the temperature of the
incoming thermal state.
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6.3 The mean number of created particles

The mean number Njkn[f] of particles induced by a thermal state of temperature ß~l is

defined as

Njh,n[f] (hfVhfil,,.- (6.19)

Theorem 20 /// G L2(-^, IR+) is a normalized wave function such that f(y) exists a.e. and
is integrable, then

Nß

and for all ß > 0,

No\f\ < NJUf]- (6-21)

Proof. Equation (6.20) is deduced directly from def. (6.19) (see ref. [10] for details), and

implies, with eq. (3.16),

NJUf] ^W + ri.-WTT [K^)(A-)|2+|(^)(-^)|2], (6.22)

from which eq. (6.21) is deduced. G

The mean number of particles stimulated by a thermal state is thus always equal to or
larger than that for the spontaneous emission. Equation (6.22) implies that

lim Nlllf] /V0[/]. (6.23)
ß—oo

In the incoming momentum, the integral in eq. (6.20) may be infrared divergent. For the
relativistic black-hole model, it is always divergent.

Theorem 21 /// G //2(r£,IR+) is a normalized wave function such that f(y) exists a.e. and
is integrable, then for the relativistic model

Nll[f]-No[f] oc. VJ>0. (6.24)

and so Aß,n[f] is always infinite for all ß > 0.

Proof. For the relativistic black hole, the kernel of U is given by eq. (3.6). Using eq. (6.20),
the divergent term.

roo fll. J log* (p-p')
/o 2k-Â^r ^ v^'elR- (6-25)
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appears in the kernel of Nlkn[f], This implies eq. (6.24). Q

For the relativistic black-hole model and for all inverse temperature, this theorem ilso shows

that the incoming thermal state induces an infinite number of extra particles in comparaison
with the spontaneous case and for a given test function. If the mean number of stimulated
particles is considered for a given mode or in total (see def. (5.43)), this last result is true
for all models.

Theorem 22 If the outgoing function fp is defined by eq. (5.41), then for any transformation
of coordinates x x(y) and for p > 0

NfUfp] - "o[fP] oo, (6.26)

Nß!£*-N? oo. (6.27)

Proof. It is alway true that

fp(k) 2pU(k,p). (6.28)

Using eq. (6.20), the divergent term

/+ 0O dk giM*(y)-z-(!l')l

.„ 2k e?k - 1 °°' V^'GlR' (6'29>

appears in the kernel of Njkn[fp] for all transformations x x(y). This implies eqs (6.26)
and (6.27). G

For the CGHS black-hole model, bounds for Nj^n[f) - N0[f] and Njkn[f) exist in terms
of the Fourier transform /.

Theorem 23 /// G L2(-^-, IR+) is a normalized wave function such that f(y) exids a.e. and
is integrable, then for the CGHS model

This theorem is proved in appendix A.7 and, together with theorem 2, it implies tie corollary
below.

Corollary 3 /// G L2(^-, IR+) is a normalized wave function such that f(y) exids a.e. and
is integrable, then for the CGHS model

Nrn •,-, /•,,.,-!,/ dp \f(p)\inn < c(i+/j-i)jr0j4^L., (6.31)
Zp

where C > 0 is a constant.
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6.4 Close to the horizon

For the relativistic black-hole model and if fVc is defined by eq. (4.10), it is clear that Npkn[fyo]
does not approach N0[fyo] asymptotically near the horizon, since Njkn[fVo] is alway infinite
for this model (see theorem 21). However, for the CGHS black-hole model and under some
conditions, Npkn[fVo] does indeed tend to /V0[/yJ asymptotically near the horizon:

Jirn^ NjUfvo] - #»[/J 0. (6.32)

This is shown in the following theorem, which is proved in appendix A.8.

Theorem 24 Let f G L2(|E,IR+) be a normalized wave function such that f(y) exists

a.e. and is integrable. If there exist three constants a > 1/2, C > 0 and L > 1 such that

\f(y)\ < -%s, if y <-L, (6.33)
y +

then, for the CGHS model and for y0 > 0,

!#£?«[/».]-#.[/».] I < — 7J\ \-^rßa2(2a-l)(\y0 + L)

+ 4£eL-W2 rdp \f.iP)
ß Jo

(6.34)

2p 1 -2np

For the relativistic black-hole model, theorem 21 implies that

NpUfvJ-ÛïtutlU «o, Vy0GlR. (6.35)

In this case the mean number of created particles is thus never thermal close to the horizon.

For the CGHS black-hole model and under some conditions, the following corollary
to theorems 1 and 24 shows that Njkn[f] tends to the thermal value N2kout[f] close to the
horizon:

lim {NjUfyJ-NlhoJU)=0. (6.36)

Corollary 4 Under the hypothesis of theorem 24, for the CGHS model and for y0 > 0,

\mnlM-XZUM\ < 32(1^r')C2 ,2,-t (6-37)
1

a2(2a-l)(ly0AL-l)

+ e2L-yo/2 (i/i^i/D'^rîA
For the CGHS black-hole model, theorem 1 implies that eqs (6.32) and (6.36) are not valid

if f decreases sufficiently weakly very far from the horizon and does not oscillate.
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Relativistic BH W(y,y') f(y) •V[/l

vacuum o1 o1 o1

one-particle state 0 o o2

thermal state o o X

CGHS BH W(y,y') f(y) #[/]

vacuum O o (Vj

one-particle state 0 o 0

thermal state o o 0

Table 1: Behavior of mean values of the outgoing observables in a given
incoming state, close to the horizon of the relativistic and CGHS black
holes.

O: thermal; X: non-thermal; ®: thermal or non-thermal depending on
the test functions; 1: everywhere, i.e. not only near the horizon; 2: in
general.

7 Conclusions

The emission of massless bosons by the relativistic and CGHS black holes have been studiec
for one-particle and thermal incoming states. Mean values of observables constructed in the

outgoing coordinates were computed in these states. The results obtained in this paper are
summarized in table 1. They show that the emitted radiation exhibits both thermal and
nonthermal properties close to the horizon for both black-hole models. For all incoming states
the thermal properties are always associated with the temperature ¥- f°r the relativistit
black hole and with the temperature A. for the CGHS black hole.

For the relativistic black hole and for non-vacuum incoming states, the emitted radiation
has no thermal properties, except close to the horizon, contrary to the spontaneous emission
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For this model, the mean number of created particles stimulated by a thermal state is
nonthermal for all outgoing wave functions. For the CGHS black-hole model and for all the

incoming states studied, the mean number of particles may be non-thermal for some outgoing
test functions.

For one-particle incoming states and for both black-hole models, the outgoing two-point
function may be thermal or not, depending on the incoming test function. For incoming
thermal states and for both models, the outgoing two-point function is thermal close to the
horizon for all incoming temperatures.

For both black-hole models, it is remarkable that the energy-momentum tensor is thermal

close to the horizon for all the incoming states considered. It thus seems to be stable
with respect to the incoming state. In particular, the energy of the incoming state must be

very large near the horizon to modify it close to the horizon. For both black-hole models,
a non-vacuum incoming state amplifies the emitted radiation, in the sense that the energy-
momentum tensor and mean number of particles are equal to or larger than those for the

spontaneous emission.
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A Appendices

Theorem 25 If g G L"(dk,\R+) with q G [1.2] satisfies

g(k) 0(k)g(k), V/tGlR, (A.l)
then

i) g is analytic in the upper complex half-plane Im (x) > 0,

ii) there exists a positive constant C such that

\g(x)\<C, if lm(x)>0, (A.2)

and so g is regular in the upper complex half-plane Im (x) > 0.

A A
This theorem is proved in ref. [17]. The primitives F(x) and F(y) of f (x) and f(y) are
defined respectively as

F(x) [' dx'f(x'), (A.3)
Jx(-oo)

F(y) F dy'f(y'). (AA)
J—oo
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A.l Proof of theorem 5

Assuming that Tg(x) and Tg(y) are defined by eqs (5.17) and (5.19) respective.y. the
incoming and outgoing fields are expanded as

<p{x) -5= T- \ain(k) e-** + al(k)e'k*]
y/2ir Jo 2k L '

(y) /o°°? [aUl^c-^ + aU^e^}I2it Jo 2p

Ordering normally the field operators in def. (5.19), using

(Ho,a0ut(p)al(k)ii0) 2pU(k.p),

(fl.,aL(p) «!«(*)".) 2pU(k,-p),

and

[ r+oo ç->kx{y')roo
/ dp2pU(k,p)

Jo

it follows that

Tt J-oa "y (y-y'-i0+)2'

Ay)2
Sit2

r+0°
dx g(x)

J-oo x — x(y) — i 0+
Tg(y) (il0,:Q(y):0Ut il0) +

Using the Cauchy theorem and def. (3.11), this last equation implies that

fg(y) Uy) + 4r^ \g(*(y))\2,

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.ll)

since y is a regular function in the upper complex half-plane Im (x) > 0 (see theorem 25).
Equations (5.21) and (5.22) then follow from eq. (A.ll) with x(y) - y.

Alternatively, if Tg(x) and Tg(y) are defined by eqs (5.18) and (5.20), eqs (5.21) and

(5.22) are directly obtained using def. (3.11), Wick's theorem and

(il0,<p[g}dy<p(y)il0) TdyG(x(y)). (A.12)

G

A.2 Proof of theorem 11

Considering the term (g Af in eq. (5.35), we have

f°° dk ~ À ; r+oo x

I y-9(k)-f(k) jjf^ dkg(k)'F(k)

y^dyg(y)'F(y)

¦ fO A

7 / dxg(x)" F(x
J-oo

rdi~9(Pyf(P),
Jo Zp

(A.13)
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where F(x) and g (y) are defined by eqs (A.3) and (5.42) respectively. Note that g (0) may

not be zero. A bound for g (p) is given by

\/2t \g(p)\ < \\g\\vtdy.\R) ^ blli,.(^,iR_).

Equation (A. 13) then shows that

V2Ï\(g~,Af)\ < WgW^^J^ \f(p)\

Since the bound (A.15) is also valid for (g', Bj eq. (5.40) is true.

(A.14)

(A.15)

G

A.3 Proof of theorem 12

Using def. (5.41), eqs (5.35) and (A.13) imply that

W Ûo[fP]A2 \g(p)\2 (A.16)

This last equation implies eqs (5.44) and (5.45) using the bound (A.14) and def. (5.43).

As y/2lrg(0) G(0), it is clear from eq. (5.45) that N'ot - N'00t diverges if G*(0) ^ 0. If
G(0) 0, integrating by parts gives

J5*g(p) i? / dxG(x)y'(
J—oo

-ipy(x) (A.17)

For g G 5(IR+), since G(x) O(x) if x fa 0" and G(x) 0(l/x) if -x » 1, we conclude

that g (p) 0(p) if p « 0 (since y'(x) 0(l/x) if x « 0~ and —x Z$> 1 for both black-hole

models). Furthermore g (p) ö(l/p) at infinity. This shows that the norm ||y || is finite if
G'(0) 0 and g G 5(IR+). G

A.4 Proof of theorem 13

Let £ be a function such that

lim t\(y0
I/o—+ 00

um \y0-£(yo)] +00.
y0 —+oo

Considering the term (g AfVo in eq. (5.35). we have

/+00

dyx'(y)g(x(y))'F(y-y0)
-oo

ffg~(ic)'L(k)

r-Hyo) r+oi
/ dyx (yAyo)g(x(yAy0))"F(y) + / dyx(y + y0)g(x(y + y0)YF(y)
J-oo J-i(yo)

(A.18)

(A.19)
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The two terms in this last equation are treated separately. On one hand, the hypothesis
(5.47) implies, after an integration by parts,

/•-Ufo J

/ dy x (y + y0) g(x(y + y0))~ F(y)
J — OO

< \G(x(y0-((yo)))\\F(-ay0))\A\\g\\L1{dxM_i /"*'*' dy \f(y)\
J—OO

< siML^jR.)^^, if avo)>L,

and on the other hand,

/+00
rü

dyx'(y + y0)g(x(y + y0))'F(y) < || f\\,iHdvM) / dx \g(x)\

An identical bound is obtained for the term (g~, Bfyo

With i(y0) 5 2/0 + L, eqs (A.20) and (A.21) imply if y0 > 0

\Ng[U-Ng[fyo]\ < 4||y||21(^|R+)
C2

{\y0AL) "

+ \\f\\lHdyM)x(L - yJ2)2 Mg(x(L - yJ2))2

/here Mg(x) (x < 0) is the average of |y | on the interval [,r. 0]

Mg(x) fdx \g(x)\
Jx

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

The bound (5.48) follows from eq. (A.22) if y0 3> 1 by noting that for both models x y « e y,

if y > 1. G

A.5 Proof of theorem 15

The proofs of eqs (5.62) and (5.63) are similar to that of theorem 5. From def« (5.58)
and (5.60) the mean current transforms as a tensor:

Jg(y) x'(y)Js(x(y)). (A.24)

Using the Parseval identity and def. (5.61).

rOO Al-
Q7 I Ak

LfJ(A')|2' (A-25)

which implies eq. (5.64). Definitions (5.61) with transformation (A.24) imply eq. 5.65). G
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A.6 Proof of theorem 18

Here we only give the proof for Tjkn(x) and Tlkn(y) defined by eqs (6.12) and (6.14)
respectively. Equation (6.15) follows from the result (3.24). Differentiating eq. (6.6) twice
gi ves

¦IP sinh || [x(y + e) - x(y)] J

Expanding this last equation at e 0,

f$,(v) T0(y)AAy?^p, (A.27)

which implies eq. (6.16). Q

A.7 Proof of theorem 23

Equation (6.22) implies

A' Th?„[/] - #.[/] | < TßJStÄ1 /A(Â:) |2 • (A-28)

This last term is more easily treated than the original expression (6.22) (the decreasing
A

exponential does not play a crucial role here). If F(x) and F(y) are respectively defined by
eqs (A.3) and (A.4), then

/+°°
dk a r0 a r+oo- \f(k)\2 / dx \F(x)\2 < dy \F(y)\2

-oo rC J — oo J—oo

r%\f(p)\Jo p

(A.29)

where it has been assumed that x'(y) < 1, Vy G IR (the proof is thus not valid for the
relativistic black-hole model). Equation (A.29) implies the bound (6.30). G

A.8 Proof of theorem 24

Let (bea function such that

lim £(y0) lim [y0-Ì(yA] +oo. (A.30)y0-*+oo y0—*+oo *> /

With hypothesis (6.33) eq. (6.22) implies that

¦ | r+oo Alf /ï
\Nlllfy.]-Na[fy0}\ < -zj^-g !/»(*)
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1 r+°°

< i

dyx'(y + y0) \F(y)\2
-OO

1 T r-i(yo) 1 /¦«=

-ß[L d^F^2+TTe^^L/yìF{y

ß [a2(2a-l)ayo)7a-1 Jo P2 U[P)l (A.31)

f tt(y0) > L. With tt(y0) \y0 + L, eq. (A.31) implies the bound (6.34)
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